
Stay Connected 
in a Lifesafety/Fire 
Alarm Emergency

Ensure first responders 
rush in response

Safeguard staff, clients 
& premises
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Ensure you still get 
fast emergency & 
fire alarm response
as cellular carriers 
change and 
discontinue older 
cellular networks, i.e. 
3G and CDMA

Avoid a failure to 
communicate…

LTE

LTE



Cellphone technology is really 
a necessity for everything…  
including your fire alarm system.

When 3G & CDMA Networks are 
sunsetted, devices using those 
technologies can become slow to 
work, or suddenly won’t work at all – 
including not sending fire alarms.

Calls, texts, emails & apps all create huge 
cell-network demands. To keep up, phone 
companies continue to change technologies 
& towers, obsoleting the old to make room for 
the new. It’s called sunsetting.

Today, using the cellular network, 
your fire alarm system reports 
emergencies and gets you the 
first response and help you need 
quickly. However, due to the 
recent phone company network 
changeovers, bandwidth-
harvesting, and 3G & CDMA 
sunsets, it needs upgrading now 
— to ensure it keeps on working 
reliably and performing its 
critical job, i.e., safeguarding life, 
employees, clients &  property, 
promptly in any emergency.

Remember, in place of old phonelines, your fire 
alarm system uses cellular technology, too.  
And now, that needs an upgrade. 

Keep All Secure & Protected 
Get the fastest possible alarm response 
using today’s largest cellular networks

DON’T LET YOUR FIRE ALARM 
SYSTEM GO OFFLINE
No, you don’t need a 
whole new fire alarm 
system, just a  
no-fuss, no-mess 
cellular communicator 
update to keep it 
working with today’s 
cellular networks, 
and ensure it keeps 
reporting fire alarms & 
sending for help in an 
emergency.

We’ll keep your premises, property, business, 
staff, & customers safe with round the-clock 
professional monitoring and faster emergency 
response for your fire alarm, using today’s latest 
LTE cellular technology. StarLink Fire Universal 
Wireless Alarm Communicators connect your 
business to the proper authorities seamlessly. 
We use today’s largest, multi-billion dollar 
cyber-protected cellular/IP LTE networks. We’ll 
get you the help you need in any emergency, 
quickly and reliably.

Your Safety is our #1 Priority.
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